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Volta in the News
Accenture opens Innovation Outpost at Volta
PETER MOREIRA - The global consultancy Accenture has opened an
innovation outpost office at Volta in Halifax, made possible through
a $400,000 grant from the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency.
Halifax MP Andy Fillmore announced the funding at a reception at
Volta on Wednesday. He said the money will fund a one-year pilot
program that will include programing delivered by Accenture.
Innovation outposts are becoming common features in startup hubs
around the world, and are places where traditional businesses can
have an innovation office away from corporate headquarters. The
idea is that these remote employees can come up with innovations
for the parent company and interact with the brainboxes who work
at the nearby startups. The goal is to benefit both the startups and
traditional businesses.
Volta opened its Innovation Outpost two years ago and has attracted
the Atlantic Lottery Corporation, the Government of Nova Scotia and
now Accenture as participants.

Halifax MP Andy Fillmore - Photo by Jay Witherbee/ACOA

“Programs that foster relationships between large companies
and growing startups are crucial to bolstering the region’s global
competitiveness,” said Volta CEO Jesse Rodgers in a statement.
“Strengthening connections between corporations and startups will
not only lead to new ideas and product developments but also further
establish the region as a global destination for innovation.”

Volta’s expansion offers possibilities
JENNIFER LEE - Volta in Halifax celebrated the grand opening
of its new 60,000 square-foot facility this week. More than 300
members of the city’s business and startup community came out
for the unveiling of what is now the largest hub for entrepreneurship
and innovation in Atlantic Canada.
Guests were invited to tour the new office spaces, which span the first
three floors of the Maritime Centre on Barrington Street.
This expansion, which has been in the works since 2016, was
completed with more than $4 million in funding from the province,
Innovacorp and the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency.
“I was here not that long ago making the announcement on the sixth
floor and I must tell you, the digs here are a whole lot better,” said Nova
Scotia Premier Stephen McNeil, during a speech at the event.
Volta now houses 32 technology startups, including high-growth
companies such as Manifold and Swept. More than 50 early-stage
companies have worked out of Volta since its inception in 2013,
more than two-thirds of which are still in business. One example of a
successful Volta alumni is Proposify, now a multi-million dollar company
in Halifax.
The expansion allows Volta to better serve the region’s startup
community by providing more space for its resident companies, its
network members and by offering innovation outposts with spaces for
large events or private meetings.
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Nova Scotia Premier Stephen McNeil

McInnes Cooper opening satellite office at Volta
HALIFAX – McInnes Cooper is setting up a satellite office at Volta as
part of the law firm’s deepening commitment to work with innovative
companies in the region, said firm partner Rob Cowan in an
announcement Tuesday.
“We believe in our startup community,” said Cowan in a release. “We
have brilliant minds in Atlantic Canada and we are excited to be part of
real economic growth in Halifax, specifically Halifax’s Innovation District.”
McInnes Cooper will join Volta in its new 60,000 square-foot space with
a permanent office, marking the first corporate partner office in Volta’s
lobby and community space in the Maritime Centre on Barrington Street.
At Volta, McInnes Cooper will continue to conduct regular seminars
and office hours for Volta Residents and Network Members, and host
and support events such as Volta Academy, an 11- week program
designed to help turn ideas into viable tech-enabled startups. This onsite support provides hands-on legal services to emerging businesses,
saving them both time and money.
Jesse Rodgers, CEO of Volta, says partnerships like this are critical to
the development of young companies.
Rob Cowan, a partner at McInnes Cooper.

“Collaboration between our partners and the startups in our community
is integral to creating a stronger innovation ecosystem in Atlantic
Canada, and Volta is proud to work with organizations like McInnes
Cooper to help make this happen,” said Rodgers.

Grant Thornton and Volta unite to help grow Canadian startups
HALIFAX/CNW/ - Grant Thornton LLP, leader in accounting and advisory
services, is collaborating with Volta, the Halifax-based innovation hub for
entrepreneurs, to help grow Canadian startups. The collaboration includes
a permanent office for Grant Thornton on Volta’s lobby level. The new office
space strengthens the support available for startups working out of Volta
and will help the hub develop a more diverse community.
“Developing a stronger innovation ecosystem in Atlantic Canada is a team
effort,” Jesse Rodgers, CEO of Volta. “Volta is proud to work with partners like
Grant Thornton to help connect the startups in our community with companies
that are committed to their development and growth,” said Rodgers.
As it is essential to foster the growth of Canadian startups, Grant Thornton
is committed to helping new businesses transition successfully through all
stages of development. Grant Thornton aims to achieve this by consulting
with new businesses on finances, government incentives, effective business
planning and creating value for investors.
“The startup community in Nova Scotia and across Canada has grown,
and with that, the demand for our services and mentorship has increased
too,” said Wade Taylor, Managing Partner, Nova Scotia. “Communities like
Volta are critical to ensuring that early stage companies get access to the
resources needed to grow and thrive.”
Together with Volta, we will make strides toward empowering
Canadian startups.

Grant Thornton moved into its Volta space in late September 2018.
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60,000 SQUARE-FOOT HUB

I

n 2017, Volta announced plans to triple
in size. After nearly a year – and a lot of
hard work, our space officially opened
as one of the largest innovation hubs in
the country.
Volta’s new space allows us to better serve
Atlantic Canada’s innovation community,
and the transition gave our team the
opportunity to improve the programs and
events we offer.
We’ve come a long way from our humble
beginnings as a scrappy startup house
at Volta 1.0, even outgrowing Volta 2.0’s
20,000-sq.-ft space at an unprecedented
rate shortly after moving there. So, we
packed up our offices (again) and moved a
few floors down to Volta 3.0, and rebranded
as simply, Volta.
Volta now spans across three floors. Our
lobby level features a large co-working
space for Network Members and a
5,500-sq.-ft event space – over half the
size of Volta 1.0 – for many of the 200-plus
events we host each year.
At Volta 2.0, a popular, yet scarce resource
was available as a meeting space. We had
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four meeting rooms – only two of which
were bookable by Network Members. Our
lobby level has eight bookable meeting
rooms and four walk-in call booths.
The north wing of the mezzanine floor
features 11 startups and a dedicated
co-working space for Volta Cohort
companies. The south wing has room
for seven Innovation Outposts, and is
home to the Atlantic Lottery Corporation
Outpost, Accenture and the Province of
Nova Scotia’s Outpost, with more tenants
joining soon.

needed if you ever worked out of Volta 2.0)
is our new, fast and fully managed network
provided by IMP Solutions.
What’s next for Volta?
Volta has and always will be a place
where entrepreneurs can explore new
ideas, launch innovative products and
grow global companies. We are creating
an environment where founders can
collaborate not only with other founders,
but also with organizations that care about
helping startups succeed.

The second floor hosts our two largest
startups – Manifold and Swept – as well as
seven growth stage companies, a Venture
for Canada office, and our venture capital
space, which houses Build Ventures and
Concrete Ventures.

Our new space and the support of our
public and private partners will allow us to
offer more programs and services to techenabled startups and companies looking to
accelerate their ability to innovate.

The mezzanine and second floor both
offer meeting rooms, kitchenettes and
lounge areas for founders to connect
and collaborate; all floors feature modern
furniture from Atlantic Business Interiors
and Steelcase. Additionally, one of the most
notable upgrades (and, perhaps the most

Volta is proud to be a hub for the innovation
ecosystem in Atlantic Canada, and a place
where members of the local technology
and startup community can work, learn
and connect with like-minded people who
are passionate about establishing the
region as a leader in innovation.

OPPORTUNITIES SO
TALENTED PEOPLE CAN
By Jesse Rodgers, Volta CEO

T

he amount of communities centred
around startups and innovation has
grown significantly over the past
decade, both in Canada and around the
world. These communities are generating
opportunities that have the potential to
positively impact our future, but only if
they are democratized so talented people
can succeed.
Here in Canada, the ripple effect created
by startup activity in the Waterloo Region
inspired and accelerated the development
of startup ecosystems throughout the
country — including the vibrant ecosystem
that’s gaining momentum in Atlantic Canada.
Kitchener-Waterloo’s experience taught
us that when you develop an ecosystem
and leverage community strengths, you
will see positive results over a period of
time. Focus on the startup ecosystem
around Waterloo Region is not limited
to tech companies raising money and
putting logos on buildings downtown.
Instead, their long-term success is found
in a broader focus within the ‘startup
ecosystem’ that includes not only startups,
but also community stakeholders.
Building a welcoming and inclusive
community allows individuals from diverse
backgrounds to ‘collide’ and create
something from the opportunities that are
available to them. But those opportunities
are not always easy to find and people often
need help accessing them. An important
tool that has proven to help community
members is a place to gather and discover
their potential.
Community centres are not a new concept.
They exist globally in one form or another
and generally include resources such as
public pools, libraries, or other sports
facilities, all in one location. Sure, there
are efficiencies in this type of arrangement
— but, there’s also a deeper sense of
community when different sports ‘groups’
run into each other from time to time.

For founders and their teams, community
centres typically take form as an
innovation hub.
These large spaces are home to different
organizations that support some part of the
greater ecosystem. For an innovation hub
to truly be effective, it should not be entirely
exclusive and should be lead privately with
founders as the focus.
Volta’s new 60,000-sq.-ft. facility embraces
that community centre model by bringing
together founders, tech professionals,
community organizations, venture capital
firms, and corporate partners. This creates
an environment where people share
innovative ideas, build stronger networks
and access new opportunities.
Though innovation hubs like Volta are
helping improve access to opportunities in
tech, there is still plenty of work to be done.
For countries like Canada, it means we
must do more as a nation to democratize
opportunities so that talented people can
not only succeed, but also thrive.
We can spend a lot of time identifying
limitations and trying to establish processes,
programs, and paths to success. However,
the most powerful tool to overcome barriers
to opportunities is a diverse community
absent of control, and a vibrant ecosystem
that is rich with support.
Once a broader group of people leverage
an ecosystem to find success, something
amazing happens – it becomes a selffulfilling growth curve. When talent – be it
an individual, team or company – thrives,
it draws others into the fold, further
generating progress and innovation in
their respective communities.
Canada’s Ecosystem is a work in
progress…but let’s not forget how far
we’ve come.
Just 10 years ago, Canada was a tough
place to start a tech business; it was

seemingly impossible by today’s standards.
There were few to no options for a founding
team to raise money, and if you did, you had
some very aggressive angels with restrictive
terms. Even worse, there were few people
that could help you in other ways.
In 2010, when my little team was trying to
build a SaaS company, almost everyone
we spoke with had similar questions
about how to best move forward. Now,
we have accelerators, such as the Creative
Destruction Lab (CDL), bringing more than
500 highly capable ventures together from all
over the world to attend their end of cohort
event at the University of Toronto, and more
CDL programs continue to emerge across
North America (and maybe globally!).
Today, we have great success stories like
Shopify, a Canadian-made ecommerce
platform that is now worth more than
$10-billion, and there are about a dozen
more Canadian startups with significant
revenue looking to enter the public market.
In communities across the country, there
are hundreds of examples of exciting tech
companies working tirelessly to develop
their ideas and better our future.
We should all be excited about what is
going on, and Canada should be proud
of how far it has come. But at this point,
none of us in the trenches think we have
anything except a lot more work ahead.
So how do we move forward? By
creating more community hubs that
can scale.
Canada’s challenge over the next few years
will be to fully develop the hub model. It is
now common in the United States to see
many locations where a broad group of
ecosystem players can co-locate; there are
examples throughout Europe as well. But
in Canada, we have only a few at a scale
that creates a co-habitational environment
across the broader ecosystem.
We must find a way to change that.
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t the end of 2018, entrepreneurs
Andre Bezanson and Dr. Franziska
Broell – then known as Maritime
Biologgers, decided that it was time to
let go of their side project and move onto
other opportunities.
“We were basically winding things down,”
Bezanson, now Chief Technical Officer and
Co-Founder of Motryx, said. “Because we
wanted to be disciplined about it, it was like,
if it’s not going to scale up, then you end it
– and I think that’s an important approach.”
The Maritime Biologgers were working
out of the Centre for Ocean Ventures and
Entrepreneurship (COVE) in Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia, developing a sensor, that,
with a couple of tweaks, could be modified
to suit a client’s needs.
Variations of the sensor served as a tool for
fisheries management, fish stock catchability,
or bycatch reduction studies, effectively
tracking the movements of fish and capturing
data for marine researchers. It was sort of like
a ‘Fitbit for fish,’ Bezanson explained.
With their time split between Bezanson
starting another company and pursuing
a PhD at Dalhousie University, and Broell
completing post-doctoral research in
Europe, they didn’t have much time – nor
did they try – for sales.
“We had a landing page and scientists
would contact us for sensors,” Broell, now
Chief Executive Officer and Co-Founder at
Motryx, said. “It was all inbound sales.”
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While most of their clients were marine
researchers, they also had a handful of
other customers outside of that space.
“We had this core group of fish researchers
that we were catering to, but there was
this other group that was sort of a wild
card,” Bezanson said. “They would come
in from different market areas to look at our
product, but we hadn’t really looked into
who they were or what they were doing
with it.”
When those requests came up, Broell,
said, “It was kind of like, ‘Oh this looks
interesting. Let’s just make it happen
for them.’”
They sold variations of their sensors to
these ‘wild cards,’ that existed outside
of the oceanography field, put the orders
through the books, and didn’t think much
of it afterward.
“Scaling in the ocean sector was difficult
because each customer needed its own
slightly different product, and so we weren’t
able to just develop one product that could
be scaled up to many different clients,”
Bezanson said.
So when the company was accepted
into the Creative Destruction Lab (CDL),
they were surprised, as the ocean sector
application of their technology didn’t hint at
a massive scaling potential.
But then, the mentors pushed them to
discuss their wild card clients instead of

their core base, and share them with the
group. Broell nonchalantly revealed to fellow
participants that they had been altering their
sensor for large pharmaceutical companies
based out of the United States.
“Everyone was like, ‘What?’ Then we
realized it was a huge deal, but it wasn’t
something that we recognized, especially
since it was always just a side business for
both Andre and I,” Broell recalled, with a
laugh. “CDL really became the main engine
and motor of this thing then.”
They started researching these wild cards,
and couldn’t help but get excited about
bringing new life into their research.
“We started to assess who the customers
were, the size of the market that they were
coming from, and how much work it would
be to enter those markets. It became really
clear and very apparent very quickly that
the blood sample tracking market was a
huge market with a fairly low barrier-toentry,” Bezanson said.
“They basically just needed our current
technology that we had developed as a
marine sensor – but slightly tweaked – and
that would be something we could get into
really quickly, that has real potential to scale
up quickly,” he added.
But where their original focus was heavily
weighted on the marine sector – and Broell
holding a Phd in Oceanography – it wasn’t
easy to shift their focus and transition to a
whole new field, where they aim to provide

“When you start understanding there’s a massive
opportunity to solve a problem that matters to a lot
of people – it’s exciting” .
– Dr. Franziska Broell, Motryx CEO and Co-Founder

insights into the quality of blood samples
through the transportation process.
“It’s been a very steep learning curve,”
Broell said of the transition.
Right now, anywhere from two to 20 per
cent of blood samples are compromised
in transit from the point of collection to the
testing facility, and their research aims to
resolve that.
“I’ve learned a lot in the last few months
because I’ve talked to a lot of hospitals,
a lot of laboratories, and it’s interesting to
see that what we have just happens to be
a solution to a problem that they’ve been
thinking about for many years,” she said.
“Where nobody has provided them with
any solutions, it’s really cool that we are
able to do that.”
Bezanson explained that because of their
huge pivot, it only makes sense that they
graduated out of COVE, rebranded from
the Maritime Biologgers to Motryx, and
quickly re-focused their efforts in a fulltime capacity.
In early March, they competed in a Volta
Pitch Competition powered by Cox &
Palmer, presenting their pivot and winning
a $500 Visa gift card. Then in mid-March,
they became a Resident Company here at
Volta, where they continue to iterate and
adjust their development timelines to that
of their new field.

“We’re finding that it’s incredibly fast-paced
compared to the ocean research sector,
where things were on yearly cycles,”
Bezanson said. “You would have a year
between iterations and now, because of
the size of the general market dynamics,
we are under intense pressure to get the
fully realized product out within a very short
period of time.
“It’s technically very demanding and
just even managing the company and
managing the growth of the company, is a
huge effort,” he said, adding it’s an exciting
time, nonetheless.
So why is this technology so important?
A compromised sample can impact the
entire health care system, racking up
costs and inconveniencing patients who
would then need their blood drawn again.
Then, there are longer wait times to receive
results, and the timeline to initiate treatment
is pushed – and in most cases, the sooner
you’re treated, the better.
So understanding what causes the sample
to be compromised from the point of
collection through delivery to the testing
facility is imperative, and until now, hasn’t
been researched in a meaningful way.
“It’s about taking all of that information and
figuring out how we can process it and
give meaningful information back to the
laboratories,” Bezanson said.

Bezanson, Broell and the rest of the Motryx
team have been working closely with their
expanding client-base, comprised largely
of hospitals and laboratories throughout
Europe and the United States. The team
has sent clients minimum viable products
(MVP) and will receive meaningful feedback
that will help further refine the product.
“It’s not nearly as polished as we want the
final product to be,” Bezanson said, adding
it will be extremely helpful to fine-tune their
product after its been tested in market,
to get a sense of what works and what
doesn’t work in practice.
“When you start understanding there’s a
massive opportunity to solve a problem
that matters to a lot of people – it’s exciting.
Our technology could actually help improve
the way blood is being transported and
speed up the diagnosis that patients
receive; that’s huge,” Broell said.
Others are sharing in that excitement too,
with plenty of key stakeholders taking
notice. In February, for example, they raised
$125,000 in 10 minutes from five investors.
The next month, they pitched at Volta for
a second time in the first stop of Pitch@
Palace Canada 1.0. They were selected as
one of four startups that will head to Toronto
to compete in the national competition in
May; if successful, they will pitch again
in London, England, and gain access to
a wide range of resources, mentorship

Continued on page 10
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Continued from page 9
opportunities, global and national supply
chains, among other perks.
“Honestly, it’s been great. But when you
launch your product and you have to be
on the phone with your customers for two
hours, it puts you back to the ground – it’s
super humbling,” Broell said, with a laugh.
“It’s easy to sell a story, but you have to
then follow up with execution. Execution
is key.”

ERECTING THE
FRAMEWORK FOR

As they keep their head down and continue
to improve their product, they admit, it’s
hard not to be excited about where they
are, and where they see Motryx going.
“As a startup moving into a new
market, there are so many barriers and
challenges. Things that don’t seem
like they should be major barriers, like
facilities and corporate culture, end
up becoming major issues as time and
financial resources are stretched during
scaling,” Bezanson said. “So it’s really
great that we’re able to make use of
the resources at Volta to alleviate many
of those issues, while also being able to
draw on the community for inspiration
and guidance.”
They acknowledge there are still plenty of
hurdles ahead, like government approvals,
system integrations, and refining their
product based on feedback from their MVP
distribution, but as of right now, Bezanson
said, “It feels like the stars are aligning.”
“The only way that this is possible – any
of this, because we’re moving so fast –
is that I feel like we have a really good
ecosystem, a really good team of mentors
through CDL, a really good investor team,
huge help from everybody, and we’ve
got a really good team of employees that
we’re putting together. It’s a team effort,”
Broell said.
“There are a lot of verticals that the company
can go to, and it is almost a challenge to
mitigate between spreading yourself too
wide and focusing in the right direction.
“So we’re trying to develop a product that
is as translational into other markets as
possible, and I think that’s the key here
because there might be more, bigger
opportunities coming up – what with what’s
already happened to us. This time, we’ll get
it and better harness the opportunity when
it presents itself,” she said.
Visit www.motryx.com for more information.
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By Jesse Rodgers, Volta CEO

A

tlantic
Canada’s
innovation
community feels a lot like Waterloo
Region’s did in the years leading
up to the growth happening there today.
We are seeing increased collaboration
across sectors and a willingness
to adopt innovative mindsets and
methodologies that will continue to move
the region forward. Atlantic Canada has
the opportunity to be recognized as a
national and global leader in innovation
— but it will take some serious barnraising to get there.
In the context of innovation, barn-raising
considers what is possible if the community
worked together to take strategic risks and
set ambitious goals.

One of the primary activities that helped
develop the community in Waterloo, were
events that brought big thinkers and
doers into the broader conversation in a
way that engaged — not lectured — and
challenged everyone to think about how
the community can lead the growth.
In November 2018, Volta hosted
Innovate Atlantic, an event that aimed
to inspire, connect and challenge
innovative mindsets in the region. The
one-day conference brought together
a diverse group of business leaders,
entrepreneurs, students and researchers
from the region and beyond to discuss
opportunities and challenges facing
Atlantic Canada.

As a follow-up to that event, Volta recently
announced a partnership with Accenture
and hosted a roundtable discussion with
Halifax MP Andy Fillmore, along with local
business leaders. In that discussion, a
number of key insights were shared:
• There is a messy middle on the curve
of adoption inside organizations.
Being an innovator in a corporate
environment requires a similar resilience
to that of an entrepreneur, as you need
to battle through a “messy middle” of
organizational change and acceptance
of innovation.
• Bring people along with you on the
innovation journey. It is important that
the innovator recognizes that they may

see a different colour spectrum than
others when it comes to problem/solution
identification. They need to explain what
they see to those that look at it in a
different way.
• A supportive ecosystem can help
innovators succeed and thrive. By
sharing experiences, both good and bad,
innovators inside corporate environments
can develop the skills that will ensure
Atlantic Canadian companies are ahead of
the innovation curve.
Volta’s corporate innovation community is –
quickly – becoming something we are very
proud of; there are nearly 20 companies that
are now Corporate Members, as well as three
Innovation Outposts housed in our space.

A barn-raising has the potential to lift Atlantic
Canada into a new economic era – one
that is driven by innovation. It will require
significant effort from diverse groups and
organizations, as well as considerable
collaboration among individuals to achieve
the same ambitious goal.
The region has all of the right pieces in place
to make it happen; from our startup founders
and corporate innovators, to our university
researchers and incubator organizations, we
all have an important role to play in erecting
the framework for a more innovative future in
Atlantic Canada.
We’ve got an exciting future to build, so let’s
get to work.
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Company Milestones
Cribcut’s $1M+ Raise To Aid Growth

RetailDeep accepted into XRC

ENTREVESTOR – Cribcut, whose online platform connects
mobile hair stylists and clients, has raised $1.06 million in
equity funding to help finance its expansion across Canada
and the U.S.

ENTREVESTOR – RetailDeep, the Halifax company that is
revolutionizing checkouts at brick-and-mortar retail stores,
has been accepted into the XRC Labs accelerator in New
York. The company will receive US$100,000 (C$132,000) from
XRC and will travel to New York this month to take part in the
12-week accelerator.

ILokol Lands 1500 Clients in
6 Months
ENTREVESTOR – Founded by students from China, iLokol is
a website that lets international students shop online in their
own language from local merchants here in Halifax. More than
1,500 active users are shopping on the site over 100 times
daily, purchasing stuff from more than 90 local merchants. In
total, $650,000 worth of transactions have been carried out
using the platform.

Venture Grade Invests in Trip Ninja
Side Door Officially Launches
Booking Platform

ENTREVESTOR – Saint Mary’s University’s Venture Grade Fund
made its first investment this week, contributing $15,000 to
Trip Ninja, a startup for travel-planning. The investment was
announced, at Volta’s’ new event space in the Maritime Centre
in Halifax.

BILLBOARD – Canadian musician Dan Mangan and music
industry professional Laura Simpson have come up with a
browser-based, mobile-friendly booking business that matches
live performers to show hosts -- from homes to warehouses to
wide-open fields -- according to their profile preferences. So
far, Side Door has more than 1,000 artists on the platform and
more than 400 “vetted hosts” in North America.

US Tech Magazine Recognizes Harbr
ENTREVESTOR – Halifax-based Harbr has been recognized
as one of this year’s Top 10 Construction Technology Solution
Providers by CIO Applications, a Silicon Valley-based
technology magazine. Harbr’s recognition is based on an
evaluation of its capabilities in retail artificial intelligence for the
construction industry.
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New Residents

Graduates

New Residents:
B-Line Analytics’ mobility survey platform that helps environmental consultants and
organizations easily and affordably collect occupant mobility data to improve building
occupants’ health, achieve green building certifications, and enhance biking and transit
infrastructure within cities, helping citizens to get to work faster.
SalesRight helps B2B SaaS sales professionals close more deals by arming them with
interactive and intelligent pricing that enhances the buying experience and their bottom line.
CacheFlo offers Behavioural Cash Flow Management tools that help Financial Institutions help
their clients manage spending and get more life from their money.
Motryx provides quality assurance insights through the transportation of blood samples.
DevScript is developing HyperSpark, a product that helps small businesses innovate and
create information technology in an entirely new way – without programming and using artificial
intelligence to help businesses scale.
Finazz provides professional financial advice to facilitate better decision-making, profits and
efficiencies for its users.
ReelData is the world’s first artificial intelligence software for feed cameras that measures
biomass, sea lice and health in real time, without the need for extra hardware.
Savio helps software teams collect, analyze, and use qualitative customer feedback to build
great products.
Dropout Labs is a platform for secure, privacy-preserving machine learning.
Talkatoo is developing a cross-platform speech to text software.
6Joes is creating a unique software that takes all the popular elements of Draft Fantasy Sports
and delivers them to the palm of every amateur golfer in the world.

Graduates:
Dragon Veterinary is an industry shaping software made by vets for vets. Their voice-recognition
software has the largest veterinary-specific vocabulary on the market. They integrate with vets’
current systems, allowing users to dictate instead of typing. This saves the average veterinarian
hours daily, and thousands of dollars annually.
Health QR allows you to view your prescriptions online, share your information with family
members or healthcare professionals, set reminders when to refill your medications and order
refills online.
6Joes is creating a unique software that takes all the popular elements of Draft Fantasy Sports
and delivers them to the palm of every amateur golfer in the world.
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Our Partners
Funding Partners

Corporate Innovation Outposts

Service Partners

V
Regional Hub Partners
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Saint Mary’s
university

Our Corporate Members
At Volta, we are dedicated to nurturing and enhancing the ever-growing
startup ecosystem in Atlantic Canada. Our efforts would not be possible
without the strong relationships and support from the following companies:
Innovators

Builders

CRAFT BREWERS
ASSOCIATION OF

NOVA SCOTIA

Supporters
AA Munro

NSBI

VanHack

Dash Hudson

Inﬂuitive

Connolly Group

Kinduct

The Well

Barrington Edge

MNP

Venor

e3 Office Furniture &
Interiors Inc.

Thank you to all of our amazing partners for their continued support.
Are you interested in supporting innovation and entrepreneurship in Atlantic
Canada? Contact Chris Crowell, Vice President, Corporate Innovation at
chris@voltaeffect.com to learn more about the opportunities to join our
community of innovators.
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voltaeffect.com

